Our track record in successful
transitions speaks for itself - we
have a 99% success rate in practice
sales and our new choices are now
able to offer our qualifying clients
commission free sales.

“I used Choice Transitions to sell my
dental practice to a DSO. They were
with me every step of the way. They
answered all my questions via phone,
email, and text in a timely manner.
I would not recommend anyone try
selling to a DSO on their own. Choice’s
program saved me valuable time which
allowed me to focus on my practice.
Their program, which requires the DSOs

Our extensive team of experienced
professionals encompass an array of
backgrounds including dental, legal, sales,
accounting, marketing, and finance.
Our experts take the time to get to know
you, your needs, your goals and match
you with the right transition plan while
ensuring compatibility and confidence.
Achieving your goals is our top priority.

to pay a commission, saved me tens of
thousands of dollars.
I felt Choice was not all about the
commission, but truly cared about me
and my family and our success with
the transition as well as our future.”
- Dr. Tim McAdams

For the name
and contact information of the
Choice Transitions representative
in your area, please call
877.365.6786
or visit
www.choicetransitions.com

REINVENTING
YOUR TRANSITION
CHOICES.

Our NEW transition services offer
dentists options based on what
they WANT and NEED....
With over two decades of experience
in dental practice sales,
National Practice Transitions
(NPT) recognized the
sweeping changes currently
affecting the marketplace and
reinvented the choices practice owners
now have when selling their practice.

Provides dentists with comparative
DSO choices that offer the highest purchase
price, the best fit based on needs, and the most
desirable post-closing employment terms commission free. DSO Choice saves time and
money by handling all of the preliminary leg

Choice Transitions was created to
save practice owners time, money
and stress by designing unique
programs that no other broker is
currently offering.
Our philosophy has always been to
provide the highest level of service
possible, while providing the best
transition solutions that fit each
practice’s needs.
Our new transition services offer
dentists innovative options that
go beyond traditional services
and in many cases offer the seller
commission free sales.

Explore your choices with
Choice Transitions.

work, while allowing dentists to focus on what
matters - dentistry.

Choice Transitions experts provide an
unparalleled level of service with practice
appraisals, negotiations and sales to secure
the highest purchase prices, maximize patient
and staff retention, minimize tax liabilities,
and implement a successful transition plan.

Our impeccable reputation for
integrity, level of service and history of
providing results are the foundations
of our business.
If you have any questions or comments,
please do not hesitate to contact one of
the owners directly.
Daniel Baccari, Principal
d.baccari@choicetransitions.com
Scott Cabral, Principal
s.cabral@choicetransitions.com

Another Choice Transitions innovation.
Hybrid Choice introduces your practice to
both DSOs, offering the highest purchase
prices commission free, as well as traditional
buyers to broaden the buyer pool in the event
your practice does not initially meet the
DSO's mandatory requirements.

Telephone:
877.365.6786
Fax:
877.641.0808
Email:
info@choicetransitions.com
Web:
www.choicetransitions.com

